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Abstract

This paper describes the design and performance of an interactive visualization system developed specifically
for improved understanding of time-varying volume data from thermal flow simulations for vehicle cabin and
ventilation design. The system uses compression to allows for better memory utilization and faster data transfer,
hardware accelerated rendering to enable interactive exploration, and an intuitive user interface to support com-
parative visualization. In particular, the interactive exploration capability offered by the system raises scientists
to a new level of insight and comprehension. Compared to a previous visualization solution, such a system helps
scientists more quickly identify and correct design problems.

Keywords: 3D texture, compression, flow visualization,
graphics hardware, interactive visualization, PC, scientific
visualization, transient flow simulation, volume rendering,
volume lighting

1. Introduction

High performance computing and interactive visualization
techniques are changing the way we conduct scientific re-
search and engineering design. Our ability to study and un-
derstand complex, transient phenomena is particularly criti-
cal to solving many scientific and engineering problems. A
typical time-varying data set from a computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) simulation can have from hundreds to thou-
sands of time steps and each time step can contain millions
or even billions of data points. Generally, multiple values
are stored at each data point. As a result, a single data set
can easily require from gigabytes to even terabytes of stor-
age space which creates tremendous challenges to the sub-
sequent visualization and data understanding tasks.

Scientists’ ability to visualize time-varying phenomena is

absolutely essential to ensure correct interpretation and anal-
ysis, to provoke insights and to communicate their findings
with others. The key is to allow them to freely and interac-
tively explore in both spatial and temporal domains, as well
as in the visualization parameter space. The resulting ani-
mation sequences can illustrate how the underlying physical
structures evolve over time.

A starting point of the work reported in this paper is a
low-cost interactive rendering technique developed for vi-
sualizing time-varying volume data on a PC or a cluster of
PCs 4. The basis of this technique is an integrated hardware-
accelerated decoding and volume rendering method. Based
on this technique, we have then built a visualization system
tailored to the visualization requirements of the thermal flow
simulation for car cabin and ventilation design 7. In this pa-
per, we describe the changes in the design and implemen-
tation of the system, as well as their impacts on the system
performance and usability.

The main difference between the base system and the cur-
rent work is the switch from using 2D texture to 3D texture.
This difference has a significant implication to the overall
system design. While the image quality is improved by the
enlarged filtering space, maintaining fast data transfer be-
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tween the main memory and video memory becomes a chal-
lenge due to varying differences in bus texture performance
and scalability.

Additionally, realtime lighting is also implemented, using
two different methods. One for standard hardware and one
for the next generation of programmable graphics proces-
sors, which allows for very complex lighting to be applied
in-realtime.

Our compression system allows for timestep consolida-
tion, minimizing data transfer. However, amortizing this cost
across consolidated frames is more difficult without frame
interlacing, a feature of the previous system that is closely
related to 2D texturing. Without careful planning, the system
can experience significant performance degradation com-
pared to previous work. We show here some of the specific
issues regarding the system and how they can be overcome
with some creative use of hardware functionality.

We also introduce features of a user interface designed
to facilitate comparative visualization. Our ultimate goal is
to couple the simulation code with the visualization code to
allow for simulation-time tracking and steering.

2. Related Work

Time-varying data visualization has been an active research
area. Various approaches have been proposed to reduce the
storage, corresponding I/O, and rendering demands for visu-
alizing time-varying data in a more efficient way.

Using proper encoding and exploiting temporal coher-
ence or spatial coherence or both, the storage requirements
and rendering cost of the data may be significantly reduced.
Shen and Johnson 10 take advantage of temporal coherence,
using difference encoding to significantly diminish stor-
age and rendering requirements. Westermann 13 performs
wavelet encoding of each time step separately to generate
a compressed multiscale tree structure. Further compression
can be obtained by examining the resulting tree structures
and wavelet coefficients. Ma and Shen 6 discuss how non-
uniform quantization along with octree and difference en-
coding can be employed to speed up rendering of time-
varying volume data. They show that the octrees for con-
secutive time steps can be merged to share subtrees. Conse-
quently, during rendering, partial images built from subtrees
that have not changed over time may be reused in later time
steps.

Wilhelms and Van Gelder 15 design hierarchical data
structures for controlled compression and volume rendering.
They extend octrees and a branch-on-need (BON) subdivi-
sion strategy 14 to handle multi-dimensional data. Sutton and
Hansen 11 propose a temporal branch-on-need tree (T-BON)
as an extension to the 3-D BON tree for time-varying isosur-
face extraction.

Shen, Chiang, and Ma 9 introduce a hierarchical data

structure, called Time-Space Partitioning (TSP) tree, for a
better utilization of both spatial and temporal coherence. In
essence, the skeleton of a TSP tree is a standard complete oc-
tree, which recursively subdivides the volume spatially until
all subvolumes reach a predefined minimum size. To store
the temporal information, each TSP tree node itself is a bi-
nary tree. Every node in the binary time tree represents a
different time span for the same subvolume in the spatial do-
main. Most importantly, TSP trees allow the renderer to use
data from subvolumes of different spatial and temporal res-
olutions, which is not possible for 4-d octrees. The TSP tree
data structure has been also used by Ellsworth, Chiang, and
Shen 2 to facilitate large scale volume rendering using 3-D
texture hardware.

Further speed up of rendering may be accomplished by
utilizing parallel computers or graphics hardware. However,
even though a parallel computer can render images at multi-
ple frames per second, without high-speed network and par-
allel I/O support, two bottlenecks can still make it impos-
sible to achieve interactive viewing; one bottleneck is the
need to stream large volume files throughout the course of
the visualization process; the other is the delay due to trans-
ferring the resulting images over a potentially non-dedicated
network. Ma and Camp 5 develop a post-processing par-
allel visualization strategy based on a pipelined rendering.
They demonstrate remote visualization of time-varying vol-
ume data on a PC cluster over a wide-area network. Pipelin-
ing and careful grouping of processors are used to hide I/O
time and to maximize processor utilization. Visually loss-
less compression is used to significantly cut down the cost of
transferring output images from the PC cluster to a display
device through a wide-area network. Clyne and Dennis 1 em-
ploy similar techniques, using double buffering to help mask
both the costs of volume data I/O over a high-bandwidth
channel and hide image transmission over a TCP/IP net-
work.

The methods introduced in this paper can work as well,
and provide an elegant way to efficiently render visually
high-quality images. Furthermore, they have the added ad-
vantage of being scalable and running on low-cost, com-
modity hardware. This method makes full use of hardware
features, making them far more accessible to a broad range
of researchers.

3. Driving Applications

While in principle the reported system can be used to vi-
sualize any time-varying volume data on a Cartesian grid,
the driving application for building the system is the thermal
flow simulation for vehicle cabin and ventilation design 7.
The simulation is for studying how the flow that blows from
a heater duct under the front seat of the car propagates to the
back seat area and circulates around to the rear passenger.
Figure 1 shows the surface geometry of the car cabin. The
front seats were removed to allow unobscured view of the
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Figure 1: The surface model of the car cabin with front seats
removed for viewing clarity. The dark lines mark the compu-
tational domain.

rear seating area. Improved understanding of the flow pat-
tern would help refine the design of the shape and location
of the duct to maximize the efficiency of the heater.

A key requirement of this system is the ability to render
the volumetric flow data integrated with the underlying ge-
ometry. While this reduces available memory for the volu-
metric rendering, and adds to the polygon count, thus reduc-
ing framerates in the spacial manipulation of the data, it adds
depth to the scientists’ understanding of the data and its ap-
plication.

A typical data set generated by the simulation contains
thousands of time steps. Visualization involves rendering of
time-varying volume data defining the evolving flow field
and the surface data defining the car cabin. The current spa-
tial resolution of the data is 256×256×128 but higher res-
olution calculations are underway. A total of five variables
are stored in the data set. They are three velocity compo-
nents, pressure, and temperature. In this work we focus on
the visualization of temperature distribution.

Prior effort for the visualization of the simulation relied
on RVSLIB which is a vectorized volume rendering code 12.
By coupling RVSLIB with the simulation code, it is possi-
ble to perform flow simulation and visualization simultane-
ously, and generate sequences of rendered images with a pre-
defined transfer function. For 256×256×128 voxels, render-
ing time was roughly 18 hours for 1560 frames (640×480
pixels) on an NEC SX5. In addition, it took another 30 min-
utes to produce an MPEG1 movie from stored image files on
an SGI Onyx2 Reality Monster 8.

Thus, there was no interactive visualization capability to
allow easy exploration of the flow field in the previous set-
ting. It would take several rounds of batch-mode processing

to find an adequate transfer function and view point to de-
rive a good animation revealing the specific flow behaviors
that the scientists looked for. We have therefore developed
an interactive visualization solution in which neither a large
memory space nor multiple (or powerful) processors is re-
quired. Instead, this solution utilizes the commodity PC and
graphics card that are highly available and low cost.

4. An Interactive Volume Visualization System

4.1. Basic algorithm

The basic algorithm is a derivative of the work presented by
Lum, Ma and Clyne 4. The algorithm is extended and altered
to use 3D texturing hardware, both for the enhanced filtering
and to accommodate the shift in newer hardware towards
3D texturing. Use of multiple texture units (multitexturing)
is also included as an alternative to previous 2D-texture ori-
ented techniques and to alleviate the polygon-render bottle-
neck.

The algorithm exploits features in current commodity
PC hardware that resembles and supersedes the capabili-
ties found in previous generation high-end graphics work-
stations. By using these features we eliminate some of the
bottlenecks and limitation with hardware assisted volume
rendering; in particular, we reduce the use of the low per-
formance bus found in the PC architecture.

Compression

The core of the system is the compression and tempo-
ral encoding. Without compression it becomes unlikely to
achieve interactive rendering speeds. Hardware assisted vol-
ume rendering requires that the volume be downloaded into
the graphics memory before it can be rendered. For a sin-
gle timestep this is not a problem, but interactive rendering
of multiple timesteps requires multiple transitions over the
slow graphics bus. By compressing the data before sending
it across the bus, we increase the available bandwidth and
manageability of the data, allowing for better use of hard-
ware resources.

However, note that general purpose compression, while
simple and effective, does not work well for this application.
Instead, we must consider an alternate method of compres-
sion/decompression. While we could trivially compresses
the data, decompression becomes a challenge considering
the specialized GPU, with its limited set of instructions. As
mentioned in previous work 4, we could attempt to use the
register combiners and other programmable features of mod-
ern GPUs, but those work in RGBA space, not in indexed
mode. Storing the volume as index values instead of RGBA
quads has numerous advantages, namely it reduces the re-
quired storage by a factor of four and allows the use a palette
indexing scheme. This in turn produces a cheap solution to
the problem of reclassifying the volume after a change in the
transfer function is performed.
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Palette based decoding

Instead of decoding the data, we make use of hardware sup-
port for indexed 3D textures, and reloading shared palettes
to more render the volume. Our goal, interactive manipula-
tion of the transfer function space and temporal domain, can
be achieved more efficiently if the data does not have to be
resent across the graphics bus after a change in classifica-
tion. By retaining the data as index values instead of RGBA
quads, we can consolidate the decompression step and the
rendering step into one.

Further, by compressing various timesteps into one chunk
of data, it is possible to create palettes in such a way that
allows changing only the small palette so achieve a change
in the temporal domain, not changing the entire 3D texture.
By cycling the display palette we can achieve simple an-
imations. Coupled with hardware tri-linear filtering of the
RGBA values resulting from the index lookup, this becomes
a cost-effective method of cycling through multiple time
steps with reasonable fidelity.

Temporal Encoding

A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) can be applied to the
data using as many timesteps as desired. The DCT does
not actually compress the data, per se, but packs the data
more efficiently, reducing multiple steps into a decodable
sequence where more energy can be allocated towards tem-
poral or spatial accuracy as desired. The larger the number
of timesteps transformed, the higher the compression fac-
tor achieved. However, the higher the compression rate, the
lower the fidelity of the rendering. Either the data will lose
spatial fidelity or temporal fidelity, whichever one is sacri-
ficed in the bit-allocation step. The reverse DCT could be
used to decompresses the data once it is in video memory,
however, an alternate method is presented that makes more
efficient use of hardware features and virtually eliminates the
need to expand the data. This same scheme works for both
2D and 3D texturing methods.

The data is quantized using Lloyd-Max quantization to re-
duce the mean square error. In the original work 4 each slice
could be quantized independently, due to the nature of 2D
slicing. In the current work, the volume is quantized timestep
by timestep as a whole. While quantizing each slice sepa-
rately can result in better image quality, the current system
already makes use of higher quality filtering. It follows that
quantizing slices independently results in higher temporal fi-
delity, but tri-linear filtering allows for better spacial fidelity.
In practice, it is difficult to compare the two methods, as they
both differ from the original data in different ways.

Optimizations

The original work allowed the data to be temporally inter-
laced, reducing and amortizing data retrieval costs, as only
one fraction of the data had to be sent across the bus. This

increased system frame rate and responsiveness. This was
achieved by splitting up the data into slices. As the system
used 2D texturing to render the volume, this was a trivial
optimization.

However, with 3D texturing the volume is usually kept
intact. When transferring data across the bus, the entire tex-
ture is sent. This, of course, is not a requirement. Using sub-
volume operations, any chunk of the texture can be replaced.
In effect, we can still slice up the volume much like if us-
ing 2D hardware. In the future, this approach should become
more powerful than the 2D texture temporal interlacing, as
the freedom of movement gained from using 3D textures al-
lows the volume to be interlaced in a variety of manners.
For example, and octree-like structure could be used to only
interlace certain regions of the volume, while volume slabs
could be oriented in any direction, not just axis-aligned. This
could lead to multiple new ways to amortize data transfer
costs.

Alternatively, multitexturing hardware can be used to
amortize the data transfer cost by blending in future
keyframes with the current display. For example, a high-cost
step (a key frame) may be pre-fetched and blended in ahead
of time to reduce the impact on framerate should that texture
not be resident in video memory. The throughput of the sys-
tem does not increase, but the displays becomes smoother to
the user as the perception of a jump from frame to frame is
reduced.

Multitexturing hardware can also be used to reduce
the polygon count in the rendering. Rendering very large
datasets may suffer from a texture fill rate problem. That is,
the video card may not be able to draw and texture enough
polygons to maintain an acceptable frame rate. By using
multiple units, we can trim down the number of texels to
render by reducing the number of polygons the system has
to render. Instead of using one polygon to render each slice,
multiple slices are combined on to a single polygon.

With a growing trend for longer pipelines and more tex-
ture units onboard video cards, using multiple textures units
for volume rendering seems to be an effective way to trim
down the rendering process, by consolidating steps and al-
lowing the hardware to be used to its full extent.

4.2. Lighting

Hardware volume lighting is accomplished by using the
pixel shading capabilities of newer programmable GPUs
such as the GeForce2 and newer cards. Lighting, while
greatly increasing the visual quality of volume rendered im-
ages by providing subtle depth cues and feature highlight-
ing, also introduces the problem that normals must be ei-
ther stored or calculated on-the-fly. For a traditional volume
renderer this matter is of very little concern, as the normal
map can be loaded prior to visualization and texture lookups
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Figure 2: Left: Unshaded. Right: Shaded. Shading reveals a more natural outline of the volume.

within the shader program can be used to access the nor-
mals. Namely, the extra storage space and additional tex-
ture lookups are inconsequential to the performance of the
system. This is not the case with a high performance time
variant system. Several problems are immediately notice-
able: storing a normal map for each timestep is prohibively
expensive, and cancels out the compression gains from us-
ing a palette based decoding system. Two solutions are pre-
sented that allow a more performance conscious application
of shading without sacrificing quality.

The same palette compression method that is used for the
volume data can be applied to the normal map. By creat-
ing an index into a hardware table, we can encode tri-value
normal information into a single byte that is converted into
a vector by the hardware. The texture lookup in the pixel
shader will return an RGB value that represents the normal.
Additionally, the same DCT compression system of having
a key texture and sequential palette variations of that texture
works just as well for normal information. Although, just
as with the image compression, using a higher compression
factor will result in greater deviation from the uncompressed
version.

A second method is to calculate the normal information
on the fly. On newer hardware, it is possible to make enough
texture lookups in a single pass to extract gradient informa-
tion based on neighbouring texels. However, a problem is
immediately obvious. The pixel program does not have ac-
cess to the index value of a texture, since the texture lookup
is done in RGBA space. Thus, it is less trivial to extract the
gradient information without knowledge of the data. The so-
lution is dependant on the fact that the translation from in-
dex to color data is known to us. By using a linear grayscale
color map for the normal map lookup, from 0 to 255, we
can use either R, G, or B component of the colorspace to
identify the index value of that particular texel. The index
value will simply translate into a unified RGB value of it-

self. By sampling the 6 nearest neighbours, we can calculate
the gradient of that voxel and apply lighting calculations ac-
cordingly. No normal map is required, and so no extra stor-
age is needed. The performance impact is absorbed by the
video card’s ability to apply per-pixel effects, and not by the
bottleneck of transfering data across the AGP bus. Note the
necessity to perform at least 7 texture operations, 1 for each
neighbour and 1 for the texel being rendered, limits the use
of this method to cards with 7+ texture units. Fortunately,
these are becoming increasingly common.

4.3. User interface

One of the requirements in visualizing large scale time-
varying data is the ability to compare, side by side or in some
effective manner, the data at various stages, both in the tem-
poral and transfer function domains. Similarly, the user must
be able to adjust the transfer function and spatial domain to
allow for an optimal visualization as the temporal domain
changes. The key is to allow the user to establish an initial
visualization as quickly as possible. If the user would need
to spend more than a few seconds to derive an approximate
transfer function for the current timestep, then the system
effectiveness is reduced.

Our system provides the user with an easy to use, but not
necessarily completely accurate, way to sketch out a transfer
function. Once the initial image visualization is established,
the user is allowed to fine tune the transfer function, and
other visualization parameters in both the temporal and spa-
tial domains. The system also helps keep track of the transfer
functions and visualization parameters the user choose to use
for different time steps.

User intuitiveness and low learning curve are always pri-
mary considerations concerning user interfaces. By using a
prototyping method, we have narrowed down interface is-
sues and at the same time tailored the interface based on
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specific user concerns for visualizing flow fields. In particu-
lar, having multiple view ports, each with its own associated
set of controls that can be globally linked allows the user
to effectively explore the transfer space and visualize the
changes between timesteps and highlighting differences be-
tween transfer functions over time. On the other hand, hav-
ing multiple viewports and sets of controls could be over-
whelming to the user. As a result, it becomes a necessity to
allow these to be disabled or hidden at the user’s request.

4.4. Implementation

Our system was implemented and tested on an Athlon
1.53Ghz machine with 1GB of RAM, and a high speed
(7200 RPM) IDE disk. The main concern with commodity
PC hardware is eliminating the bottlenecks, most predom-
inantly the AGP bus and the disk access times. Therefore,
our implementation focuses on maintaining data in RAM as
much as possible, using a background thread to bring in data
from disk. By keeping data in memory, disk reads can be
amortized by allowing the disk IO to happen as the system
renders unrelated steps. As the user progresses temporally
forwards or backwards, the memory cache can shift accord-
ingly.

The spatial rendering is done with 3D texturing hardware.
The development system contains a GeForce 4 4400 video
card with 128MB of RAM. Since the volume is stored in
RAM as index values, data can be sent directly to the video
card ready for rendering. Typically, a set of N slices (where
N is the greatest volume dimension) are created and textured
in the view direction. While this approach leads to very fast,
relatively good quality volume rendering, it can lead to a
bottleneck in how fast the video card can display and tex-
ture polygons. Thus, we try to reduce the number of opera-
tions performed with the texture hardware; by making use of
multitexturing hardware the pipeline is optimized resulting
in more responsive spatial rendering of the data. Hardware
blending is used, which offers a fast but not quite as high
quality alternative to software methods. This is acceptable
as the goal of this system is to allow interactive visualiza-
tion.

The current geometry, a model of the cabin floor, seat and
a pair of legs, contains in excess of 29,000 triangles. By mak-
ing use of hardware features, the geometry can be displayed
with little reduction in the frame rate. However, the memory
used up by the polygons still reduces the amount of memory
available for volumetric rendering.

Although the system can distribute the rendering across
multiple CPUs (in a multiprocessor workstation) this method
relies mostly on bus speeds and the graphics hardware, and
does not offer significant advantages to splitting up the work
across processors. Instead, the concurrency is used to allow
the user to maintain interactivity with the interface while the
data processing occurs in the background.

Finally, distributing the work across multiple nodes in a
cluster, can be very effective, as the system can make good
use of increased video memory. Although the current work
has not been expanded to use a PC cluster, the previous work
showed that the algorithm is easy expandable to and func-
tions well in a multi-node configuration 4.

Lighting was implemented using both explict precalcu-
lated normals and on-the-fly normals methods discussed ear-
lier. The pixel shader program were written in the Cg lan-
guage, using the Nvidia Cg Toolkit.

Using the stored-normal method, we still see a minor de-
gredation in performance in the temporal domain, yet no per-
formance degredation in the spatial domain. Lightining cal-
culations are relatively simple, and the videocard can handle
it in realtime. However, the visual quality of the rendered im-
age is much improved. A greater sense of depth and features
are visible even with a single point lightsource.

Using the on-the-fly method, performance testing was not
possible with the current card. Using NV30 software emula-
tion, it is possible to verify that the image is rendered, but at
software speeds. With the next generation of cards, on-the-
fly lighting should become very attractive, especially since
lighting will come at virtually no extra cost.

Although the current system offers a single point light-
source as proof-of-concept, very advanced techniques with
multiple finite geometric light sources or non-standard light-
ing models can be easily integrated into this system. In par-
ticular, non-photorealistic methods and high-fidelity meth-
ods are attractive, using the programmable hardware to its
full potential.

5. Results

We have studied the performance of the current system and
obtained encouraging results. All results presented are based
on the use of 4 times compression, that is, our system relies
on a keyframe every 4 frames, while using differently en-
coded palettes to extrapolate the next 3 frames from the base.
Higher compression factors are obtainable, but this yields
the best balance of visual results and performance. First was
measured the time for animation in the temporal domain
with a stationary view. Rendering that is purely based on
palette switching results in over ten frames per second. Ren-
dering data already in the video memory is slower but still
reaches eight frames per second. It is clear that the system
functions most optimally when engaged in such sequential
animation, most noticeably so when between key-volumes.
Note, however, that this is expected behavior. As per the al-
gorithm, the system relies on amortizing this cost to maintain
reasonably high frame rates.

If data must be transferred across the bus, an average three
frames per second is achieved which does introduce an ob-
vious jump in frame displaying. Rendering with or without
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the cabin surface geometry data makes very little difference
in frame rates; test results show that with the geometry data
rendering slows down by no more than one frame. Figure 5
displays selected frames from a stationary-view animation.
It is clear from the visualization that the high-temperature
flow from the heater duct moves toward the left foot of the
passenger. Figure 3 shows different views of three different
time steps.

When animating in the spatial domain only, realtime ren-
dering rates can be maintained. The user can thus freely
change view angle, take a close-up view, and modifying
color or opacity transfer functions, and immediately see the
corresponding results. Figure 4 shows visualizations empha-
sizing on different ranges of values.

The timing data indicates signficant coherence with the
algorithm expectations. The spatial manipulation, rendering
of the geometric data and the manipulation of the transfer
function do very little to affect the frame rate. In practice,
animating through a large volume, while not as fast as the
2D texturing method, is relatively smooth. The frame rate
changes very little unless a non-linear jump in the timesteps
is performed. As discussed earlier, biggest performance hit
comes from transferring data across the bus. The system can
suffer from a frame-rate reduction at certain points. The is-
sue becomes apparent at each Nth frame, where N is the
compression factor. Since the compressed frames are con-
solidated into one, once the graphics memory is exhausted
a new timestep must be brought in from cache. Thus large
amounts of data may be sent across the bus, resulting in a
decrease in the framerate. Presently, it takes anywhere from
0.3 seconds to 1.3 seconds to load a 256×256×128 texture
into the video memory. This issue was also apparent, under
slightly different circumstances in the original work. Since
the system makes heavy use of palette animation, moving
between timesteps in a non-linear fashion results in reload-
ing of the data, also causing a decrease in frame rate. How-
ever, frame interlacing removed this problem with linear
movement. Since the data loading cost was amortized by
loading 1/Nth of the dataset at a time, the cost of sending
data across the bus was not noticeable to the user. With the
3D texturing method, as previously discussed, this becomes
more of a challenge. Our approach would become very at-
tractive after this bandwidth or latency problem is fixed or
perhaps a more effective amortization scheme is developed
to counter it.

6. Conclusions

Through the use of high-performance computing and inter-
active visualization, it is possible to significantly decrease
the turnaround time of both the simulation and the following
visualization-based analysis task.

By providing an integrated, high performance (yet low
cost) rendering system, we can enhance the visualization

process to allow comprehension of large scale time-varing
data as a whole, not as timesteps. By allowing the user to ex-
plore the entire temporal space, we contribute to his ability
to understand the data on a deeper level.

Our system allows the user to explore the flow dataset in
an interactive fashion, while still maintaining good visual
fidelity. Although not as high performance as the original
2D-texture oriented work, we feel that moving towards 3D
texturing provides for a more elegantly designed system that
can be geared to exploit new features in commodity hard-
ware more easily and allows for a cleaner implementation,
reducing the strain needed to maintain and add to the sys-
tem.

7. Future Work

Future work will focus on exploiting hardware features that
allow for partial volume replacement. In particular, volume
coherence can be exploited to reduce the amount of data
transferred. This should further extend the compression sys-
tem, allowing for more interactivity for the user. In addition,
further amortization schemes can be exploited from sub-
volume coherence and optimizations. In particular, reducing
the amount of data transferred will result in significant im-
provements in temporal animation performance.

Also, a key but somewhat overlooked problem with hard-
ware volume rendering is the omission of lighting and shad-
ows. Both of these elements allow for a deeper understand-
ing of volume features, and allow the scientist to perceive the
volume in a more familiar, more physically accurate way.
Using hardware for volume shading is attainable with cur-
rent GPUs that allow for pixel shader programs that make
lighting lookups and adjustments on-the-fly 3. As our cur-
rent work incorporates basic lighting, future work will in-
corporate more extensive use of lighting to expose volume
features. In particular, Non-photorealistic lighting methods
are very attractive, as they allow very clear feature extrac-
tion and offer new insights into the data.

Finally, our ultimate goal is to combine both the data sim-
ulation with the interactive tools, so allow for real-time vi-
sualization of the simulation and allow the scientist to adjust
simulation parameters interactively. By coupling both sys-
tems together, we can reduce the amount of data that needs
to be stored, and allow for a much shorter turnaround time
between data production and data analysis.
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Figure 4: Timestep 380. Left: rendered to show the low values. Middle: rendered to show the mid values. Right: rendered to
show the high values.

Figure 5: Time steps 250, 300, 600, 650, 800 and 850 from a stationary-view animation. Rendering was done rendered without
the geometry data and a transfer function highlighting the mid and high values.
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